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1 Introduction

For establishing a research data infrastructure, it is essential to enrich the data with meta information belonging to three metadata types: descriptive, provenance, and structural metadata. It is envisaged to base this metadata on ontologies and integrate them into Knowledge Graphs (KGs). Data management should adhere to the FAIR principles [1]. Researchers should be provided with software tools for easy-to-use search capabilities and FAIR data access. Tools should also support the integration of metadata and ontology standards and in general, the creation of new metadata types has to be facilitated. We have identified two main constituents of an appropriate software development, which will be outlined here. In the end, a fully integrated FAIR data management system will be desirable.

Firstly, we focus on Conceptual Modeling and an object-oriented approach, inspired by literature like [2], [3], and [4] that compare ontologies and Conceptual Models (CMs). In view of the software developing goal, we are going to base our work on the similarities between both methods. As for making the approach FAIR, the second focus of this work lies on FAIR Digital Objects (FDOs) [5] and Persistent Identifiers (PIDs) and how they shall be applied together with KGs and the underlying models.

2 Ontologies and Conceptual Modeling

In [2] and [3], ontologies are seen as being relatively generic in the sense of being application independent. Furthermore, CMs are regarded as being application-specific and implementation-oriented, and are expressed e.g. by object-oriented programming languages [4]. The authors in [3] also argue that there is no strict line between both levels. Ontologies provide vocabularies with terms to designate their concepts as well
as taxonomies forming class hierarchies. They also model relationships between the concepts.

According to these characteristics we stress the similarities and state a flowing transition between ontologies of general domains that span across various specific subject domains and the CMs describing them (see also Figure 1). These application-specific domains are the areas for research, data analysis, and operational software close to the relevant real world entities. They are associated with ontology domains [4] and, in principle, share the same kind of semantic structure of classes, inheritance and relationships between classes. We find the same structures in instances of class models or schemas. Classes of the ontologies, CMs for specific subject domains, and the instance models establish a KG that can be traversed searching for associated research data.

![Figure 1. Ontologies and Conceptual Models [3][4][6]](image)

3 FAIR Digital Objects

In the next step, we look at FDOs and how they are designed in terms of PIDs, all kinds of metadata, and of digital resources for which they are a publishing element and access point (see Figure 2). As all KG objects, FDOs possess each a PID and a link to the respective schema data (structural metadata). A link to the digital resource, the FDO’s payload, is not given directly but encapsulated in an object called data registry entry. Additionally, it encapsulates a fourth kind of metadata, administrative metadata which are introduced provisionally as location and access regulations. The descriptive and provenance metadata, which are relevant for data searches, directly reference respective KG objects. Arbitrary numbers of descriptive metadata are stored in a collection, provenance data may point to a single entrance object to a provenance graph or to various separate provenance objects.

Our FDO design can be compared with the HMC preferred FDO that contains an extra set of primitive-typed single metadata called Kernel Information Profile (KIP) [7]. This main difference is not very prominent because each KIP property can be easily transferred to our metadata collection and both can be made compatible. Furthermore, the approach given here can be extended by admitting a hierarchy of FDO classes inheriting from an abstract base FDO type. Thus, many FDO designs exist in parallel and nevertheless seamlessly integrate themselves in the surrounding conception. Consensus on a minimal set of metadata (like KIP) may not be accepted everywhere and for
all times. Such restrictions should be decided on the implementation level, where the application of specific FDO types can be forced.

Regarding identification, we suggest to rely on a PID system designed in accordance to the Handle System [8], for the first time described in [9], or even build upon this system right from the start. It is crucial to have PIDs without any semantics. They are just unique and permanent.

4 Example Use Case: PV System

In [10], an application for managing and accessing a photovoltaic (PV) system and its sensor data at KIT is presented. The concept defines FDOs both for the system and its components, as well as for further metadata objects. These further metadata are given by third-party standards (IEC 61850¹, GeoJSON², and SensorML³). A proprietary PV ontology describes the PV system components and their composition.

The PV system has now been chosen as the first use case to accompany our development work. As a first step in realizing the proposed ontology- and FDO-based energy data management, it is planned to substitute the various FDOs representing single metadata objects with a single FDO representing a measured data set or other digital resource and referencing relevant metadata. Furthermore, the third-party objects will be integrated in the PV system components directly.

It is envisaged to build on the standards JSON⁴ for serialization, RDF⁵/OWL⁶, and JSON-LD⁷ as data formats, SHACL⁸ for defining constraints on RDF graphs, SPARQL⁹ and SQL as database access languages, and on the programming languages Java and Python.

---

¹https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/6028
²https://geojson.org/
³https://www.ogc.org/standards/sensorml
⁴https://www.json.org/json-en.html
⁵https://www.w3.org/RDF/
⁶https://www.w3.org/OWL/
⁷https://www.w3.org/TR/json-ld/
⁸https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl/
⁹https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/
5 Conclusion

This work on FAIR energy data management proposes to focus on Conceptual Models as an extension of a purely ontological view on energy metadata. It aims on a uniform object-oriented software design for data management and useful tools, e.g. for creating new metadata. A Knowledge Graph connects - especially the descriptive - metadata objects, and the overall system connects them with the research data, the administrative and the structural metadata. Fair Digital Objects (FDO) are connected to and thereby extending the KG. They also reference digital resources, mainly data sets from measurements or simulations. All KG node elements are also connected to structural metadata describing their classes. Data search and retrieval is done via the FDOs as an alternative to navigating across the KG.
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